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Cloud is transforming 
organisations, are you 
prepared?

Hyper-scale public cloud 
adoption continues to grow 
rapidly. More businesses are 
embracing the flexibility and 
scalability it makes possible,  
as well as the low starting costs 
and ease of using a broad range 
of resources and functionality. 
Amazon Web Services introduced 
over 1,000 new features in 20171 
to deliver the breadth of services 
that businesses need at an 
affordable price, making it  
easy for them to adopt.

By 2020,  
80% of cloud 
breaches
will be a result of 
mismanagement, 
misconfiguration or 
insider theft

Lack of internal 
expertise  
and security
are the top cloud 
challenges for IT 
executives in 2017

Ongoing 
management  
and maintenance  
of their cloud
is a current challenge  
for 38% of senior IT 
professionals and CIOs

1. https://www.awsforbusiness.com/aws-released-497-
new-services-features-last-quarter/

If not managed properly, the potential risks of public clouds  
can quickly negate the benefits. 

Security breaches can occur due to misconfiguration or mismanagement of credentials  
by users. Customer data hosted in cloud environments that aren’t compliant with  
industry standards such as Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS)  
can easily be stolen or mistreated. Businesses can also inadvertently incur higher than 
expected costs, due to common issues such as forgetting to power-down resources  
after a project is completed.

All you need to build, automate and scale your cloud

Telstra Cloud Sight offers simple and clear management of your public cloud service.  
An automated orchestration engine enables you to configure each eligible cloud account 
easily, keep it compliant with your chosen blueprint, and under control with minimal 
human intervention.

The platform is built in modules by our experts from IT, network, security and cloud 
engineering teams. It follows best practice methodologies to provide you with the 
capabilities to build new, eligible cloud environments or manage existing ones.



How it works

Within Telstra Cloud Sight, different 
modules can be applied to your different 
cloud accounts depending on their nature, 
such as Dev and Test or Production. Each 
module has been built in consultation with 
experts from our cloud, network and 
security teams to according to proven best 
practice methodologies. We also add new 
modules periodically to deliver new 
features and capabilities to you.
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How Telstra Cloud Sight can solve these issues

Manage costs Minimise security breaches Focus your resources

Implement budget thresholds for your 
cloud accounts. Be informed when 

accounts reach budget limits and view 
recommendations to optimise costs.
Cloud account resources can also be 

scheduled to be powered down over the 
weekends or during certain hours of the 

day when they aren’t needed to avoid 
unnecessary costs. 

Create new accounts within the portal 
with compliance and industry best 

practice blueprints and continuously 
monitor to detect compliance breaches. 

Help secure your cloud accounts by 
restricting the access of your cloud 

resources to only authorised staff or 
vendors on a least-privilege and multi-

factor authentication (MFA) basis.

By utilising the compliance and cost 
features of Telstra Cloud Sight, you can 

leverage Telstra’s experience to build 
optimised accounts in the cloud without 

requiring in depth skills within your 
organisation. Our building block approach 

allows you to build in the cloud with 
confidence and direct highly skilled cloud 
and development resources to strategic 

business applications.



Contact your Telstra account representative for more details.
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Getting started

Telstra Cloud Sight allows a mix and match 
of features on an account by account basis. 
Multiple service tiers are available to cater 
for your needs. For the full list of features 
available within each service tier, please 
approach your Telstra account manager.

Telstra Cloud Sight can be implemented in 
combination with our Managed Cloud 
services to provide an even great level of 
coverage for your cloud environment above 
and beyond the platform alone.

Service tiers Details

Essential Best practice account deployment and management, cost optimisation and 
recommendations. Deployment of compliance blueprints, budget controls, 
tagging and resource scheduling.

Compliance Continuous monitoring and reporting on compliance configuration and alerts on 
accounts that breach your chosen compliance blueprint. Actionable intelligence 
and remediation steps for each account. 

Key features

Simple creation  
and configuration

Compliance monitoring  
and dashboards

Budgeting visibility  
and control

Create cloud accounts which are secure, 
compliant and optimised to industry best 

practice standards. 

The dashboard provides actionable 
intelligence of account compliance.  

See compliance scores at a glance with 
recommendations for improvements. 

Monitoring alerts allow administrators 
to take action immediately.

View costs against each cloud account  
and each tagged user. See potential cost 
savings and automate budgeting alerts 

based on your pre-set expenditure rates.

http://telstraglobal.com
mailto:tg_sales@team.telstra.com
http://telstra.com/enterprise
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